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Check for Mouse Damaqe 
Snow cover provides excellent protection for mice from xxx 
their natural predators, and gives the mice a sheltered area for 
feeding on the bark of fruit trees. During these critical periods 
of snow cover, orchards should be carefully checked for mouse damage 
and activity. Spot check throughout the orcha~d, especially in 
areas near woods or waste land. Remove the snow from around the 
trunk and inspect the bark down to the ground level. If mouse 
damage or activity is noted, set out grain baits. Put a teaspoon 
of grain bait on the ground near the trunk. 
Winter Fruit Grower Meetinqs 
You are cordially invited to attend one of the following 
winter fruit grower meetings. Dr. ~1ight Powell, D~. Ron Meyer, 
and Dr. Dan Meador will discuss cultural practices at each of these 
meetings. At some of the meetinqs, other speakers plso will appear 
on the program. 
February 10--Hardin fruit School, Farm Bureaq Building, 
Hardin, 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
February 12--Southern Section, Illinois State Horticultural 
Society, Agriculture Buildinq, soutnern Illinois T,Jniversity, 
Carbondale, 9:00 a.m, to 3:00p.m. 
February 17--0rchard Management Meetinq, Old National Bank 
hospitality room, C~ntralia, 9:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. 
February 19--Central Section, lllinois State Horticultural 
Society, Steamboat Room of the Holiday Inn, Quincy. 
February 25--Illiana Fruit Growers, Longhorn Cafe, 
Martinsville. Dutch Treat. Dinner at 6:30 p.m. 
~arch 14--Northern Section, Illinois State Horticultural 
Society, Holiday Inn, LaSalle-Peru, 9;30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
t{nuL()I.~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist. 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
~athologist · Ll:.,ht . t fH£ 
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Corrections or Changes in Winter Fruit Meetings 
The special issue on January 29 had some errors in the 
list of winter meetings. The location of the Carbondale meeting 
has been changed, and the date of the Illiana Fruit Growers meet-
ing listed incorrectly. The corrected list is as follows: 
THE LIBRARY Of liE 
MAR - 31970 
UMl~ERSilY Of llU 
Tuesday, February 10--Hardin Fruit School, Farm Bureau 
Building, Hardin, 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
Thursday, February 12--Southern Section, Illinois State 
Horticultural Society, Ramada Inn, Carbondale, 9!00 a~n. 
to 3:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, February 17--0rchard Management Meeting, Old 
National Bank Hospitality Room, Centralia, 9:30 a.m. 
to 12:00 noon. 
Thursday, Februa~r 19-- Central Section, Illinois State 
Horticultural Society, Steamboat Room of the Holiday 
Inn, Quincy, 9 : 30 a.m. to 3:00p.m. 
Thursday, February 26--Illiana Fruit Growers, LonghorP 
Cafe, Martinsville, Dutch Treat~ Dinner at 6:30 p. m. 
Saturday, ~1arch 14--Northern Section, Illinois State 
Horticultural Society, Holiday Inn, LaSalle-Peru, 
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
State Strawberry Day 
The State Strawberry pay will be held Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 24, in the Community Center at Centralia from 9:30 a.m, 
to 3:00 p.m. 
Cf~JI~ 
:Ron Heyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Ivieador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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I 0 
!~ 197.0 
All areas of the United States report adequate fruit bud 
set on apples with no serious winter injury to the trees. We still 
have possibilities of spring frost damage, but as of now it looks like 
another big anple crop. This might be a good time to remove any old, 
unprofitable or marginally profitable trees. 
Winter cold has reduced the Georgia peach crop an estimated 
40 percent. One of the peach-growing areas in South Carolina also was 
hurt. 
In Illinois, peaches in the southern area · look fair to good 
for most varieties. Chris Doll reports "variable prospects in the 
Centralia area with poor crops north of Highv1ay 161. St. · Clair County 
looks good. Bond County t'lill have some peaches. Jersey County a!"pears 
to be frozen out except for a couple of varieties. South Calhoun 
County is OI<,but North Calhoun County is spotty.n 
* * * * * 
Apply fertilizer 4 to 6 weeks ahead of bloom for ap!Jle trees, 
and also on peach trees havinq a nor~al crop. If in doub t about the 
peach crop, delay fertilizing until you can tell. See pages 29 and 30 
of Circular 1004. 
* * * * * 
If you are in doubt about the peach crop, delay pruning these 
doubtful trees until you can tell. Some varieties in some locations 
will need all of the live buds for even a light crop. 
* * * * * 
Loring peach is bud-tender,and early pruning increases the 
problem. Wait until the balloon stage to prune Loring,even if they 
have plenty of fruit buds • 
On March 30ipeach leaf buds had started to open and green 
leaf tips '"'ere starting to show in the Anna area. Fruit buds had swelled 
but no pink was showing. No green was showing on apple buds in the 
Anna area March 30. They were in the silver tip stage. 
* * * * * 
-more-
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Dr. Dwight Powell is in the hospital in Cleveland for treat-
ment of a heart condition. At first it was thought that a heart-valve 
operation would be necessary. But now, the doctors think that rest 
and treatment will be satisfactory. Dwight is feeling much better now • 
Some of you have asked for his address. Send mail to Apt. 411, 4200 
Westbrook Drive, Brooklyn, Ohio 44144. Dwight's wife is staying there. 
* * * * * 
Before Dwight went to Cleveland,he asked us to mention 
pruning-out apple twigs infected with mildew, especially in blocks 
with a heavy infestation last year. Mildew overwinters in these in-
fected twigs. Cold winter temperatures will reduce mildew carryover, 
but Dwight thinks that we can expect mildew infection this year from 
Calhoun County on south in orchards where it was a problem last year. 
q~x~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
~e.~ 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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Peach-:r.1arketing Information 
If you ship peaches, you may be interested in receiving the 
peach-marketing information sent out by the Information Filter Center 
at Clemson University in South Carolina. Forecasts of peach ship-
ments are made for the major peach-~rowing states east of the 
Mississippi River, including Illinois. To r~ceive · this information, 
write to Willi~m o. Mizelle, Jr., D~partment of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, Clemson University, Clemson, So\lth Carolina 29631. 
Peach Thinning 
Peaches \"lill probably bloom this '"reek in the Anna area, so 
comments on thinninq are in order. Read pages 32 and 33 of Circular 
1004. On heavy setting varieties like Redhaven, you may wish to do 
some brush thinninq of the blos~oms. Tie some buckbrush on a pole 
to make a Qroom, and sweep from the tip of the branch toward the 
trunk. This will knock off some blooms and damClge others, which 
will fall later. 
If you plan to use NPA chemical thinner, apply it from full 
bloom to three days afterwards. Do NOT apply iu if frost is 
.predicted for that night. Use NPA ·""ith Tweep 20, as ~qggested on 
page 32 of Circular 1004. Tween 20 allows us to use a lower con-
centratiop of NPA and thus increases the safety factqr. There is 
still an element of risk, especially if the weatne~ is cool and the 
bloom is prolonged. ~herefore, leave plenty of ch~ck tr~es. If 
you haven't used NPA before, ~p~ay only a few rows. 
Apple scab Spray~ 
Last year too many growers applied only one sc~ spray before 
bloom. This just isn't enough if we have rain. During the period 
from half-inch green to bloom, apply scab sprays every 7. days under 
normal weather condition$. Spray wore often than every 7 days during 
prolonged rainy periods. At 50° F. it takes only 12 houfs of con-
tinuous wetting for scab infections to get in th~ lea!. At 58° to 
76° F., it takes only 9 hours. Dodine (Cyprex} has a 30; to 36-hour 
eradication kickback: captan's is 18 to 24 hours. ';t'he kickbac~ is 
meas~red from the start of the wetting p~riop. 
-more.,. 
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Scab Resistance to Dodine 
In some New York orchards last year, dodine did not control 
scab. Strains of scab showing resistance to dodine apparently have 
developed in these few orchards. Latoratory tests at Cornell Univer-
sity show this to be the cas~. He haven't found resistance in Illi-
nois. We still think that dodine is our most-effective, scab-control 
material. 
Oi 1 and l'-1i ldew 
For growers who have had difficulty controlling powdery mildew, 
the oil should be applied by green tip, so that mildewicides can be 
started as early as possible. None of the fungicides that control 
mildew are safe with oil, and sulfur and the dinitros will burn the 
leaves if oil is on the leaves. Oil evaporates quickly; if applied 
by green tip, mildew control could be applied very soon afterward. 
If apple scab conditions are not severe, Dikar should be considered 
for a fungicide in mildew-infected blocks, because the Karathane will 
control mildew and suppress mites. If no scale or Eu:r.opean red mite 
eggs can be found, oil could be omitted where Dikar will be used. 
Aphid Control 
We recommend a systemic phosphate for aphid control, even if 
you see very few aphids. Use the low, recommended rate from the 
label. Apply by tight cluster, to avoid killing predatory mites. 
Peach Borer Control 
If you have considered hand-cleaning a few severe borer wounds, 
the best time is bett-1een bud·-break and bloom. The wounds heal most 
rapidly then. Cutting out a fevJ borers wi 11 give you an idea of what 
larvae sizes you have; therefore, when they will emerge as adults. 
(See pages 7 and 8 in Circular 1004.) 
, q~H.~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
, . 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
·horticulturist 
~e~ 
Malcola c. Shurtleff 
E.xtension Plant 
Pathologist 
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CHEMICAL 'l"HINNING OF APPLES ~~tvt:.tc~ll Y OF ILliNOIS 
a.li iiRBA& PAIG"f 
Summer varieties of apples should be chemically thinned at 
petal-fall. Applying thinning sprays on these summer varieties 10 to 
14 days after petal-fall usually does not remov~ enouqh apples, and 
they severely droop the leaves. Jonathan and r.tcintosh can also be 
thinned at petal~fall if desi+ed. Se~ pages 30 and ~1 of Circular 1004. 
START CEDAR AND QUINCE RUST CONTROL 
Sprays on apples dur~ng the pink- to early-bloom stages 
should include zineb, unless Dikar is being applied for mildew. Both 
zineb and Dikar will control these rusts. It zineb is combined with 
dodine and sulfur for scab control, 1 pound of zineb is enough; other-
wise, use 2 pounds. We $aw quite a bit of quince rust on ~he fruit in 
some orchards last year. 
STREPTOMYCIN FOR eLOSSOH BLIGHT 
Streptomycin sprays for blossom-blight control on susceptible 
varieties such as Jonathan, Lodi, Wealthy, and Rome should start at 
early bloom (as soon as any blossoms open), It is not effective unless 
it is applied before infection occurs. Repeat at 4-day intervals througt 
bloom. Use 50 p.p.m" 'l'he pe~als readily absorb ~tre;ptomycin ., and ap-
plication can be eithe~ during the day or at night. 
The degree-day formula for predicting b!ossom-blight infec-
tion worked out by Dr. rowel! has been _very effective. Using this form-
ula may reduce ~he need for ~tr~p ~pr~ys. 
Temperatures of 32° F. or lower kill ~11 active bac.teria, but 
do not kill the inactiv~ bacteri~. Th~rty de~ree 9ay$ ~re required to 
cause inactive baGteria to become activet Thus, .no infection can occur 
between a · freeze and the accumul~tion of ~0 degree ~ay~. Lik~~i$e, no 
infection can occur at te~pe~atures below 6$° F. To calcul~t~ degree 
days, start with the day following a free~e ~t night. Subtract 65 from 
the maximum temperatur~ to get the degr~e days for that day. Coptinue 
adding degr~e . daya ~ntil anPther t~eeze.f tqen qdd deqre~ q~y~ aga~n, 
starting with zero. 
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EXAf\'lPLE 
Date 1 2 3 '4 5 
Maximum temperatu:re 75 80 70 75 
Minimum temperature 30 40 31 35 40 
Accumulated degree days 
since last freeze 10 25 5 15 
For more information on blossom-bliqht cont+ol, see "Bloom Spray" on 
page 21 of Circular 1004, and p~ge 24 of the American Fruit Grower for 
February, 1970. 
INSECT PESTS 
During the period from pink through petal-fall, watch for 
cankerworm and climbina cutworm daroage on the leaves and blossoms. 
Attacks of these pests are most likely near wooded areas and on young 
trees growing in ·sod. 
Red-banded, leaf-roller moths are now laying eggs in areas 
A, B, and c. If you had a bad . infestation last year, look for egg 
masses deposited on smooth bark areas, 
European red mites will start hatching in the tight cluster-
to-pink stage. When your apples are in the full pink stage, start 
watching the population. 
q~}/.~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Heador 
Extension. 
Horticulturist 
~e.~ 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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Ut al.U lU& 
Apples will be in full bloom to petal fall in Area A, in full 
bloom in Area B, in cluster bud to pink in Area C, and in half-inch green 
in Area D. Peaches will approach shuck split in Area A, petal fall in 
Area B, and bloom in Area c. This will be stages 11, 10, 9, and 8, 
resp~~tively, for areas A, B, C, and D. 
PEACHES 
To control peach scab, use sulfur in all sprays from petal 
fall up to within 40 days of harvest. If sulfur is used alone for both 
bro\•Tn rot and scab, use € pou:ncs. If bacterial spot is serious, use 3 
pounds of sulfur plus 1/2 pound of dodine plus 1 pound of captan to con-
trol brown rot and scab and to give scree reduction in bacterial spot. 
Insecticides are needed from petal fall to several weeks later, 
in order to protect aqainst curculio, plant bugs, and other insects. · 
APPI,r.; DISEJl.SES 
Chris Doll reports a heavy infection of apple Tllildevl in the 
Calhoun area. The fungus has grotvn in the ne\-.., leaves to the point that 
it can readily be seen. t\'i th our extensive -v1et periods and normal tem-
peratures, this looJ~s like a bad year for milO.e\·1 . If you hnd mildet-l in 
your orchard last year, it is important to include a mildewicice in every 
spray. Use either sulfur or Dikar. 
These warm, wet conditions al~o favor scab infection. Spray 
intervals should be shortened until the vJeather changes. See Report 
No. 2 for ~ore details about sc~) sprays. 
In Area A, cedar-rust galls on evergreens are swelling and 
sending out "horns.u Either zineb or Dikar should be started in the 
next apple spray. 
Reports from Dr. D\·:right Powell are that he is feelin_g better 
and is up and wall;;:ing around • 
• tf.~JI.~ 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
~~4.~ JndU,. e~ 
Daniel B. Meador Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Extension Plant 
Horticulturist Pathologist 
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RUSSET ON GOLDENS 
E U ARY Of THE 
L. :: ·' 1 1970 
Research in Michigan and England shows th ~ ~riJg th; period 
from late-pink through the second cover, a combination of cold weather 
~35° F. or below) and either dodine (Cyprex) or glyodin will greatly 
1ncrease russet on Golden Delicious. Therefore, because of the high 
probability of 35° F. or lower temperatures occurring during this 
period, we suggest that other fungicides be used on Goldens during 
this critical period. 
ALAR ON PEACHES 
Alar is now cleared for peaches. Strangely, Alar's effect 
on peaches is quite different from t hat on apples. On peaches, it 
tends to make the fruit ripen 4 to 5 days before untreated trees. It 
does not appear to have any measurable effect on fruit size. It tends 
to cause a more-uniform riper~:ing; t hus, only two pi.ckings are required 
in some cases. 
These are the findings of research workers. But when Alar 
is applied by growers in their orchards, wa may find a variation of 
effects--as we did last year on apples. So, we are suggesting that 
Alar be applied on a trial basis this year to only a small percentage 
of the orchard. 
Application should be bet~"'een the time the stigma falls from 
the young peach tintil the start of pit hardening . The earlier the 
application, the greater t he conc~ntration of Alar needed. After pit 
hardening starts, Alar is not effective. Therefore, the ideal timing 
would be just before pit hardening begins. From a pract ical standpoint, 
the timing of Alar sprays would coincide with the period when peaches 
are loose enough to thin with a pole. As the pit starts to harden, 
the peaches tighten on the tree and become hard to knock off. 
If Alar is applied during this period when the fruit is loose 
use 1 to 1-1/2 pounds per 100 gallons (1,000 to 1,500 p.p.m.). To 
avoid the possibility of the application being too late, apply the Alar 
during the early part of the pole-thinning period. 
Apply Alar alone with thorough coverage. Alar does NOT move 
from one branch to another. 
-more-
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FRUIT-TREE DEVELOPMENT 
Warm temperatures between April 12 and 30 have greatly 
accelerated the developreent of fruit trees • 
• Apples: For the week of May 3 through 9, Area A will be in first 
cover, Area B in petal fall to first cover, Area C in bloom 
to petal fall, and Area D in pink. 
Peaches: Shuck split in Areas A and B. 
The peach bloom in Areas B and C was heavier than expected. 
Three weeks ago, it was hard to find live buds on some varieties. In 
some cases, these trees now show signs of a light to fair crop. 
INSECTS 
Insect populations are still light, but occasional leaf 
rollers and aphids (both green and rosy) have been found in Areas A 
and B. European red-mite eggs have hatched here at Urbana. 
vlhen spraying peaches, one grower reported that he caused 
insects in the tops to disperse--a reminder that stink bugs and other 
catfacing insects are working. 
DISEP~SES 
Because of the warm and wet weather, diseases continue to 
be the major problem. Thorough covera~e and frequent sprays are still 
needed. Mildew infection is heavy in Calhoun County. Both leaves 
and blossoms show infection. 
Early scab infections should start fruiting this week in 
Areas A, B, and C. So far, no definite scab spots have been found 
anywhere. 
The spore producing "horns" on cedar-rust galls are present 
during rainy periods in Areas A, B, and c. Include either zineb or 
Dikar in sprays. 
~~}i.tnr 
• 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
~(!.~ 
Malcolm C, Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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No. 6--May 10-16, 1970 UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS! 
AI .!JR8AtiA·kH8MMIGf:.ll 
This week apples will reach a diameter of 10 to 13 millimeters 
in area A and parts of area B, will be in petal fall to first cover in 
area C, and will bloom in area D. Drier weather has reduced scab infec-
tion periods in most areas of Illinois. 
Chris Doll found scab lesions in Calhoun County on May 4. 
Mildew is still a serious problem in this area. 
Leaf-rollers rosy aphids, green aphids, and ·European red mites 
are beinq found in several areas of Illinois, but most infestations are 
light. 
APPLE THINNING 
The combination of half-strength NAA plus Tween 20, applied 
when the fruit is 10 to 13 millimeters in diameter, is the most-reliable 
chemical thinning program for fall and winter varieties. NAA is a growth 
regulator, and it will stimulate the development of fruit buds for next 
year's crop. (See pages 30 and 3l of Circular 1004.) 
BRINGING YOUNG TREES INTO BEARING 
At Eckert's Grafton Orchard, a combination of limb spreading 
and Olar spray two weeks after bloom last year succee~ed in promoting a 
good bloom on young Red Delicious trees this year. 
At our UI Research Farm, a corohination of ·scoring plus Olar 
two weeks after bloom last year caused a heavier bloom this year than 
did using Olar or scoring alone. These were 7-year-old, standard Red 
Delicious trees that had not started bearing. (See pages 33 and 34 of 
Circular 1004 for more information about bringing young trees into 
bearing.) Scoring can be dangerous if improperly done or if the trees 
are small or weak. Limit scoring to vigorous trees with a trunk diameter 
of 3 inches or more. Make a clean cut and do NOT loosen the bark. 
DR. POt11JELL IS HOME 
Dr. Dwight Powell returned home May 1. He is feeling fine, 
but is still in the recovery staqe. His orders are: (1) absolutely no 
work for six weeks, (2) then another checkup. His home address is 2207 
Boudreau Circle, Urbana, Illinois 61801. 
-more-
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BROOD X, SEVENTEEN-YEAR, PERIODICAL CICADA 
Brood X is due to appear this year. Our records indicate that 
characteristic swarms are expected in these counties: White, Crawford, 
Clark, Edgar, and Vermilion. This brood has also been reported in the 
following counti~s and may appear in small numbers: Alexander, Union, 
Pope, Hardin, Jackson, Williamson, Saline, Gallatin, Hamilton, Edwards, 
Wabash, Lawrence, Cumberland, Logan, Dewitt, Tazewell, Iroquois, and 
Kane. Cicadas normally appear afte~ the second cover spray of apples. 
(See page 4 in Circular 1004 for control suggestions.) We would like to 
have confirmation from all these counties--particularly where swarms 
occur; also, about the appearance in any counties that are not listed. 
PEACH-TREE BORERS 
Lesser peach-tree borer moths will be beginning to emerge in 
· Area A. By now, all peach grov1ers should have determined whether control 
problems exist, the age of larvae in the wounds (and therefore when the 
greatest emergence of moths will occur) , bloc~s of varieties that most 
need attention, and definite times for spray applications to be applied 
to all trees. By doing this, the rush of various management problems 
are less likely to result in missed sprays and control to get out of 
hand. 
MITES 
In Area A, growers should now be aware of the development of 
European red-mite populations, and should be deciding whether a suppres-
sion spray is needed in order to allow predatory mites to build up to 
control. 
r/(~}(.~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
~(?.~ 
Malcolm C. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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NORTHNEST APPLE PROSPECTS 
MAY 1 8 1970 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
AT.. URBANA-CHAMPAIGfi 
~·cool April ~leather, poor pollenizin~ conditions, uneven 
bloom, and freeze damage ranging from serious to slight have caused 
a wait-and-see attitude in many fruit regions of Washington; Oreqon, 
Idaho, and Utah," according to Harry Franta in th~ r.1ay issue of 
THE PACKER. 
He continues, "while all areas report some damage, the 
general outlook is that there will be supplies of all fruits in all 
~reas, but crops comparable to 1969 are not expected." 
SOUTHEAST PEACH PROSPECTS 
A mid-March freeze in Georgia and South Carolina caused 
considerable damage. Bloom was prolonged; the drop of young fruit 
appears to be excessive, and is continuing. Certain varieties in 
some locations look good, but the overall crop will be s~aller than 
in 1969. 
CORRECTION ON REPORT NO. 6 
The discussion on "Olar" in bringing young apple trees into 
bearing was an error by the author. The name of the material is Alar. 
APPLE SCAB 
A.t the time of the second cover spray, the period of 
primary scab infection should be about over, If you have good con-
trol of primary scab no\.,, you may tA~ish to change from Cyprex to 
other fungicides. Where there is a considerable amount of primary 
scab, Cyprex should be continued. 
APPLE MILDEW 
A heavy infestation of mildew is reported on unsprayed 
apple trees in the Quincy area. Hildew-control measures are still 
needed in the Quincy, Calhoun, and C~ntralia areas. Dikar is 
suggested~ 
-more..., 
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FI f'.EBL I GHT 
Blighted shoots are starting to show up in the Centralia 
and Carbondale areas. Youncr Jona·than and Rome trees may need pro..-
tection with streptomycin, from the first cover spray until early 
July. (See pages 19 and 39 of Circular 1004.) 
INSECTS 
An occassional buildup of European red mites is reported 
from the southern part of the state. Infestations of aphids, leaf 
rollers, and other insects are still light. 
~~Ji~ ~7::(?~~ 
Fruit Extension 
Entomologist Horticulturist 
~~~ 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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No. 8--May 24-30, 1970 
JHE LISRAR't P...E !Hi 
MAY 2 5 1970 
UNIVERtiiTY OF ILLINOIS TWILIGHT MEETING AT CARBONDALE ·AJj·.!J_RBAM·QHAMe&GN 
A twilight fruit growers' meeting will be held at the USDA 
and SIU Research Farms near Carbondale on Thursday evening, fvlay 2 8. 
The group will meet at the USDA Small Fruits Research Farm west of 
Carbondale on West Chautauqua Road to see strawberries, visit the tree 
fruits farm, and then close with a short discussion. Time: 5:30 p.m. 
QUINCE RUST 
A heavy infestation of quince rust on Red Delicious fruit is 
reported from the Quincy area, The infection period for all apple 
rusts starts in late-pink stage and continues until about 3 to 4 weeks 
after petal fall. If rust is prevalent in your area, it is important 
to keep a rust-controlling fungicide in all sprays during this infec-
tion period. 
PROBLENS WITH DIKAR 
The following comments are by Dr. K.G. Parker of Cornell Uni-
versity at Ithaca, New York: "The Pennsylvania Cooperative Extension 
Service has reported that injury is common on leaves and petals of 
apple trees that have been sprayed with the 1970 formulation of Dikar. 
Other parts of the flower do not show injury, and leaf injury (scorching 
and dwarfing) is apparent only on the sprayed leaves. Leaves coming 
out after the spray was applied do not show injury. This injury has 
appeared in other states further southward, but reports are that it is 
less severe there. 
The manufacturer is making a supply of the 1969 formulation, 
and indicates it will be available by mid-May. The Pennsylvania folks 
are advising their growers to discontinue use of any 1970 formulation 
of Dikar they may have on hand, but that the fresh, 1969 formulation 
now being manufactured is expected to be satisfactory. In comparative 
plot tests in Pennsylvania ~nd Virginia, made within areas where this 
injury has developed in orchards, the ~njury appeared in the plots re-
ceiving the 1970 formulation, but has not appeared in those plots re-
ceiving the ~969 formu~ation. 
-more-
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Growers should be advised not to use the 1970 formulation of 
Dikar~ The 1969 formulation should be satisfactory." 
In Illinois, no reports of injury from the 1970 formulation 
of Dikar have been received. 
INSECTS ON APPLES 
Codling-moth hatch has probably reached a peak in Area A, 
and has started in Area B. The present warm weather will bring them 
on quickly. Growers who had red-banded leaf roller last harvest should 
check water sprouts on the inside of the tree for damage to see if 
they are present. Growers in Areas C and D should make sure they have 
controlled rosy aphids. 
Growers with dwarf apple trees should refer to last season's 
discussion of the dogwood borer. If an infestation was found around 
the base of the tree at the graft union, plans should be made to apply 
controls similar to those suggested for the peach tree borers. 
Several infestations of the grape flea beetle have come to 
our attention from home owners. There were enouqh of these bluish-
green, metalic-colored beetles to eat all the buds. The larvae--small, 
dark-brown to blackish in color, and spotted--will be feeding on the 
foliage now, and the beetles will emerge again in July to August and 
remain to overwinter. An insecticide applied now will probably kill 
the larvae. Ne thought some growers might have a few grapes or may 
have been asked about this problem by neighbors. 
cr~}(.v 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Heador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
~e.~ 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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;rHE LIBRAR"l P..E J:al; 
No. 9--May 31-June 7, 1970 
SU~~ER ORCHARD FIELD DAY 
f~AY 2 8 1970 
UNIVI:.K::;II y Ul- ILLINOIS 
AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, 
Plan nov1 to attend the Summer Orchard Field Day of the 
Illinois State Horticultural Society on Tuesday, June 9, at the Nuaent-
Schapanski orchard at Grafton. We will also see the Eckert orchard at 
Grafton. Time : 9;00 a.m. to 4:00 p.mQ 
Some of the things you v:rill see are a 100-acre Qlock of apples 
sprayed this year by airp lane, a double-hed~erow apple planting, a 
block pruned to the mold-and-hold system, blocks that have been mechan-
ically hedged, young trees trained with the aid of branch spreaders, 
and other items of interest to fruit growers. 
PE~CHES ARE LOOSB IN AREA A 
P~aches are now loose in Area A, and are ready for pole-
thinning where needed. This also is the time to apply Alar if desired. 
Use 1-1/2 pounds per 100 gallons of dilute spray. See Report No. 5 for 
more suggestions about the use of Alar on peaches. 
SPRAYING FOR TY~IG-BLIGHT 
Strepto~Jcin sprays to prevent the twig-blight phase of fire-
blight should be applied ~..,hen there can be a Maximum absorption of the 
streptomycin by the leaves. These ideal conditions are present on 
humid nights, bet,.,een 10:00 p .m. and 3:00 a.m. If the temperature is 
above 65° F., use a 50-p.p.m. concentration. If the temperature is 
dropping or is close· to 65°, use the lOO~p.p.m. rate; also when the 
infestation appears to be heavy. Usinq 50 p.p.m. on cool nights is a 
waste of time and material. This looks like a baa fireblight year. 
~1oisturG is essential for firebligl)t infection. During dry 
weather, streptomycin sprays can be sktpped, but be ready to spray 
again when it rains. Except during dry pe~iods, a seven-day schedule 
is suggested • 
q~)/.~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Dani~l B. ,Meador 
Exten~ion 
Horticul'\:"ris~ 
~e~ 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extepsion Plant 
l?a~h9logist 
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No. 10--June 8-20, 1970 
NO F.EPO RT l\TEXT WEEI< 
The next Spray Service Report will reach you in TWO weeks. We 
will be looking forward to seeing you at the Summer Orchard .Field Day 
on Tuesday, June 9, at the Nugent-Schapanski orchard at Grafton. Time--
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
PEACHES ARE LOOSE IN AREA B 
Peaches are now loose in Area B, and are starting to loosen 
in Area c. This is the time for pole-thinning and for applying Alar. 
CORRECTED FORMULATION OF DIKAR NOW AVAILABLE 
Suppliers carrying Dikar have the corrected formulation on 
hand. Suppliers are ~rging growers to exchange any of the old, 1970-
formulation Dikar they may have on hand for the new, corrected formu-
lation. If you are in doubt about the Dikar you have, contact your 
supplier for information on lot numbers. 
APPLE SCAB 
The primary infection period is almost over by the time the 
second cover spray is applied, and should be completely over when the 
third cover spray goes on. If no scab lesions are present at the time 
of the third spray, no new infections should occur for the remainder of 
the season; and growers should switch to fungicides for controlling 
summer diseases. ' 
If scab lesions are present, they will produce spores for 
secondary infections. In this case, growers should continue to use 
dodine (Cyprex). Dodine does not eradicate established scab lesions, 
but it does suppress the production and germination of spores. When 
dodine is applied at regular intervals, the secondary spread of scab is 
negligible. Apply dodine at the rate of 1/2 pound per 100 gallons. 
-more-
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P.EMOVE FRUIT FROM. YOUNG APPLE TREES 
Until their fourth or fifth growing season, young apple trees 
cannot carry enough fruit to make a reqular spray program profitable. 
During these early years, the object is to encourage growth in order to 
develop sufficient bearing surface to make cropping profitable as soon 
as possible. Fruiting reduces growth. A qeneral rule is that 2 pounds 
of apples will reduce total growth by 3 feet. Apples should be removed 
from young trees until the trees are large enough to produce a profit-
able crop. Do it now. 
INSECTS 
San Jose and Forbes scale crawlers are due to appear soon on 
apples and peaches. Check any areas ~rhere damaged fruit was harvested 
or where it has appeared before and been difficult to control. 
Both the red-banded leaf roller and oriental fruit moth eggs 
will be laid soon in Area A. Oriental fruit moth will continue to use 
tender growing tips where fruit is not available. 
Apple maggot flies will be emerging in Area D, and some egg-
laying will start soon--particularly in soft-skinned varieties such as 
early apples. 
MITES 
Predatory mites were found in good ratios to European red 
mites in one orchard in Area A this past week. To look for these pred-
ators, select leaves with the most plant feeding mites and hold them in 
the bright sunlight. If predatory wites are present, they will run 
rapidly to get out of the light. Look at the fast-moving ones \·lith a 
magnifying glass. Several of those observed had dark color patterns, 
which is somewhat unusual for this time of year. The predatory mites 
are fast, and are different from any other mites on the leafo 
If no predatory mites can be found, the red mites should be 
suppressed with half of your normal, mite-control effort. 
cf~J.I.~ 
• Ron.Heyer 
Fru1t 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
~ e1Latrf· 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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Prepared by Cooperative Extension Service College of Agriculture 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign and Illinois State Natural 
History Survey Urbana, Illinois 
No~ 11--June 21-27, 1970 
DR. POWELL WILL RETURN JULY l 
TH£ UBRARY OF THEj 
JUN 25 1970 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
At URSA~·CHAMPAIG~, 
Dr. Dwight Powell now has ~ermission from his doctor to return 
to work on July l. 
USE A SPREADER-STICKER WITH DIKAR 
Harold Cunningham of the Rhom and Haas Co. $Uggests using a 
spreader-sticker with Dikar. This is especially advisable for the con-
trol of powdery mildew, which ~s difficult to wet with spray solutions. 
DISEASES 
The recent wet weathe~ may make apple scaP a continuing threat. 
If scab lesions are present on the leaves, continue to use dodine at 
1/2 pound per 100 gallons. 
For peach scab, sulfur can no"'' be eliminated from the spray 
schedule for varieties ripening before July 25. Continue to use sulfur 
on the later varieti~s. 
00 NOT ;LET YOUNG T~E~ OVERBE.l\R 
Young trees on dwarfing rootstocks that are being trained to 
the modified leader or the "Christmas tree'' system can be permanently 
damaged by overbearing. Fruit on the leader and ppper branches should 
be thinned-out, so the weight of the fruit will not cause the leader to 
bend over. If the leader does bend over with f~uit, it becomes a 
fruiting scaffold branch and the leader is ~ost. It ~s usually diffi-
cult to develop a new leader. 
LODI ~ARVEST ~T~RTS 1HIS WEEK 
The harvest will pegin this week in Area A. The apples are 
s1z1ng ~icely. Grower~ ~re expecting a mor~~orde~ly m~rketing season 
I than during 1969, 
-more-: 
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INSECTS 
Hatching of the second-brood, red-banded leaf roller and 
Oriental fruit moth should be well underway in Area A, and started in 
Areas B and c. The first borer spray for peaches should be on in Areas 
A and B. If green-apple aphids need control, use the phosphate you 
have used against them most often in the past, in order to avoid killing 
the predatory mites. 
MITES 
Watch closely the areas where sprays have been applied to 
suppress European red mites. If these mites begin to increase rapidly, 
suppress them again in your next regular spray. Also, keep looking for 
predatory mites so you will gain the experience needed to determine 
when you have enough predators to handle the plant-feeding mites. 
Several orchards have achieved successful mite control already 
with predators, and will probably need no further control efforts during 
the season. They should continue to check the block occasionally, since 
we still have things to learn about how this idea will work out over the 
long haul . 
. tf~JI~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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History Survey Urbana, Illinois 
No. 12--June 28-July 4, 1970 
DISEASES 
Active scab lesions on apple leaves have been reported in 
the Centralia area and in northern Illinois. Growers who find active 
scab on the leaves will need to keep fungicide protection on the 
fruit. 
This is a bad year for quince rust in the Quincy area. 
Several orchards have reported more quince rust than they have had 
for several years. 
PEACH AND APPLE HARVEST 
In the Cobden area, the harvest of the light crop of 
Cardinals is about over. The early Sunhaven harvest will start 
about June 27 to 29. The Lodi apple harvest is now at the heavy 
volume stage. 
ALAR ON APPLES 
The Uniroyal Company suggests the application of Alar on 
apples 60 to 70 days before the nor~al harvest date. This means that 
now is the time to apply Alar on Jonathan and Red Delicious apples in 
Areas A and B. In Area C, apply Alar from July 5 to July 15; in Area 
D, apply Alar on Mcintosh July 5 to 15, and on Jonathan and Delicious 
from July 15 to 25. 
In addition to acting as a stop-drop material, Alar delays 
maturity about 5 days, reduces the size of the fruit, and increases 
the red color, firmness, and storage life. The flavor may be changed 
somewhat. 
Alar should NOT ·be used on apples that will be picked for 
the early market. By applying Alar to part of the trees of a variety, 
the harvest season for that variety can be extended about 5 days, but 
do not try to extend the harvest season 15 to 20 days with Alar. For 
Mcintosh, Alar is the most-effective, stop-drop material available; 
-more~ 
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by holding the apples on the trees and delaying maturity a few days, 
both the color and quality are greatly improved. Alar is NOT sug-
gested on Golden Delicious because it retards the change ·.of color 
· from green to yellow, even after months of cold storage • 
Apply Alar alone at the rate of 1,000 p.p.m. (1 pound per 
100 gallons), as a dilute spray with thorough coverage. Alar does 
not move from branch to branch in the tree. 
WATERSPROUTS 
Jerking out watersprouts now will reduce pruning time next 
spring. Doing this will open up the center of the trees, making 
spraying easier and increasing the amount of ~unli9ht that can reach 
the interior branches and fruit. 
INSECTS 
This week normally signals the approach of egg-laying for 
the second brood of codling moths and plum curculios, and for the 
third brood of Oriental fruit moths and red-banded leaf rollers in 
Area A. Those to the north hav~ time now to judge how long it will 
be before these conditions will exist where they are. While there 
are always early and late individuals, the main group of the brood 
will begin appearing this week. 
Codling moths and red-banded leaf rollers appear to be 
well-controlled. Oriental fruit moths have been ob$erved in several 
locations in Areas A and B. If you have found wilted peach terminals 
during the past several weeks, at least two sprays at normal intervals 
should be applied to young or bearing trees in order to protect the 
terminals and fruit. Since plum curculio was abundant over much of 
the state, at least two sprays at normal intervals should be applied 
for the second brood. This will be needed particularly where there 
are unsprayed host plants near the orchard. 
It's about time for the second borer spray on peaches, if 
there are to be three or four applications. 
MITES 
European red mites are quite troublesome in Areas A and B. 
Areas c and D should take warning and not let these mites get out of 
control. Larger populations will allow the predators to develop 
rapidly, but there is also greater danger of losing control. We 
don't know yet how to predict the population level of predators in 
the spring, so all we can do now is attempt to learn how to suppress 
red mites--&till allowing some to be present--until the predators 
build up enough to control these mites. The same principles of con-
trol apply in suppressing mites as in killing them al~ out. The 
-more-
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higher the population of red mites the greater the effort that will 
be required--more thorough coverage, higher dosage of the miticide, 
and a more effective miticide. Careful, continuous watching is 
always necessary • 
q~ fi.(~.mAJ d~tf ~ 
Ron Meyer , , r- Daniel B. Header 
Fruit Extension 
Entomologist Horticulturist 
11WU.e~ 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
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No. 13--July 5-18, 1970 
NO REPORT NEXT WEEK 
The next Spray Service Report will reach you 
weeks. 
LEAF ANALYSIS 
Leaf analysis is an effective way of managing the 
nutritional status of fruit trees. But like any testing pro-
gram, the samples must be carefully taken and processed if 
they are to adequately represent the nutritional condition of 
the trees. The ideal time for taking samples is from July 1 
to August 15. An individual sample should be of one variety 
only, from trees of about the same age, and from trees that 
are similar in vigor, appearance, and size of crop. 
Leaf-sampling kits may be obtained from the Pomology 
Division, Horticulture Field Laboratory, University _of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Please request 
one kit for each leaf sample you wish to take. The kit con-
tains instructions for taking, drying, and mailing the samples. 
INDIANA ORCHARD FIELD DAY 
The Indiana Orchard Field Day will be held July 8 
and 9 at the Dixie Orchards near Vincennes. Dixie ~s a corpo-
ration operating five orchards, three of which are around 
Vincennes and will be on the tour. 
Dixie has extensive, peach and apple plantings of 
various ages. Several different rootstocks are used for 
apples. Their central packing shed is a modern and efficient 
one. In short, there is a lot to see at Dixie. Illinois 
growers are invited. Please note that Vincennes is on 
Eastern Daylight time. 
-more-
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Wednesday, July 8 
8:30 Registration at the packing shed, corner 
of us 41 and Hart Street • 
9:30 
12:00 
1:30 
7:30 
8:30 
Tour the Hart Street Orchard. 
Lunch at the packing shed. 
Tour of the Main Street Orchard, and 
machinery demonstrations. 
Informal discussion at the Executive Inn. 
Thursday, July 9 
Meet at packing shed to go to the Funk 
place orchard • 
. cr~ ;,tJ;uyll 
Malcolm c. Shurtleff 
Extension Plant 
Pathologist 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
Daniel B. Meador 
Extension 
Horticulturist 
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No. 14--July 19-26, 1970 JUL 2 0 1970 
PEACH Vl\RIETY OBSERVATION MEETING UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ~T URBANA·CHAMf!AIGti 
The Kentucky State Horticultural Society 1t1ill hold a oeach and 
nectarine variety observation rn.eetinCf at the FranJ~ Street, Cardinal Farm 
orchard near Henderson, Ken·tucky on Friday, July 24, time, 1 p .. m. ~1eet 
at the packinq shed.. The Cardin.3.1 -rarm is located on n .s. Hicrh~~:av 41A 
about 9-miles - southeast of Henderson. Illinois qrowers are invit~d. 
This tvill be an opportunity to see many of the ne~~-'7 neach varieties u in 
the flesh. t; 
95% CLEAN APPLE CLUB APPLICATIONS 
Applications for th~ 95% Clean Apple Club ·Hill be included in 
the Quarterly Report of the State Horticultural Society, t'7hich \vill be 
mailed this vleek. If you do not receive an application form, you may 
rer;uest one from the secreturv of the society or from the Po~olo~J 
Di~ision, Horticulture Field ~ab, Universitv- of Illinois at Urba~~-
Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801. -
REDHAVEN PEi\CHES ARE RIPE 
The fedhaven peach harvest is \•Tell unden.;ay in the .Anna area, 
and is about to start in the Belleville .::tnd Calhoun areas. Th~:: (_!uali ty 
is excellent, exce:nt for a higher-than-normal amount of catfacinq. 
The peach harvest in South Carolina, North Carolina, and 
Georgia has been affected by a severe drouth. ~ost areas from Georgia 
to Virginia have not receive~ any appreciable rainfall during the last 
seven VTeeks. The drouth has reduced the size of the fruit and is 
alterina the normal, ripenin9 dates. 
INSECTS 
The second·-brood eg0 hatch of cod:!-ing moths ,.,ill be occurring 
this vreek in Area c. Grot:lers in .7\rea D should expect the same ~:1i thin 
the next two to three ,.,eeks. Apple-ma<Jgot adults ~·Till also reach a 
pe2.k this v.reek in l'reas C and D. 
Apple Diseases 
A common nernesis, blister spot on apple, is appearing at 
Urbana 0 Unfortunately, none of the fu.naicides affect this bacto.rial 
disease. Fire-blight infections should decline from now on. Strer-
tomycin may be continued in problem blocks at 7-day intervals, but 
cannot be apnlied within 50 days of harvest. 
-more-
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Quince rust is prevalent in many orchards, indicating that 
ideal weather for infection prevailed in May. Under these conditions, 
even the so-called "effective" r\,lst fungicides (Zineb, Dikor, etc.) 
appear to be weak • 
Folpet (Phaltan) may be used, starting at the fifth cover, for 
fungus-disease control. It may be substituted for any other fungicide, 
and it will control bot rot better than captan. 
HITES 
The predatory mite situation is encouraginq in many orchards. 
An ample number ot predators is present to maintain control of the plant-
feeding mites. However, considerable variation exists, as could be ex-
pected, while growers are attempting to learn how to manage the predator~ 
In several orchards a miticide has been applied to very low popul,:ttions 
which had an adequate number of predators; others al+owed too much dama9e 
to occur be!ore applying control measures. This is cpmmonly called 
"gaining experience." An orchard at Gr~fton had so few mites t<;> start 
the season that they are just no".r in need of suppression to allo\·7 the 
predators to "catch up.~· The majority of gi:'Otvers do not seem to want t9 
apply half rates of mi ticides to supre_ss rni tes, but. U$e the full rates • . 
This, too, will eome with experience. t-1ana~ing the predators ~Till \'.Tork 
the same in all crops. 
There has peen sam~ question about identifying predatory mites. 
This year, the dark coloration of bro\vnish-red to red has appeared on thE 
the mites early in the season. ·The amount of coloration varies from the 
loose outlines of a figure 8 to a nearly sol~d color. This week, we ob; 
served orchards with only European red mites, where the predato~y mites 
have extensive cplor; but where qnly spotted mites ~+~ present, they are 
a light-straw colo~. At high magnific~tion, the color can Q~ s~en to : 
flow under the ~urface while feeding on a r~d mite, 
To find preqators, select several leaves where the plant~feedir. 
mites are the tpickest. Cupped leaves are mone l;i.kely ' to have predator~: 
and especially eggs. Hold the leaf bottom up in strong sunlight, and · 
look at ·any mite that runs rapidly. At least ten-power magnificcation 
needs to be used, until you become familar with tpem. If eyesight is . 
no longer sharp, a wi~e reading glass of five-power magnification can b~ 
used. r.ook along and under the midrib or op <;:>ther depressions for the : 
goose-egg shaped, cl~ar eggs. · 
The main predatory feeding mites( fallacis, !s about the same 
size as the plant-feeding mites, put the surface is smooth and shiny and 
the sides are s~raight and p~rall~l--~nle~s . it ~~an egg-laying f~male 
with a developing egg, which will ~ak~ it appea~ p~arr9hapep or l~ke a 
teardrop. Once you. s·ee a few l.lride~ ten':'" to fifteen-po"Ter ltlagpification, 
you will be able to recogniza them easily. · 
.;..more,-
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National Apple Institute, June, 1970 , Crop 11 Guesstimate," .and Estimated 
Crop in Previous Yea~(US=D~A~>---------~--~-~-----
State or area 
New England ~ 0 
New York, . . • . • 
Pennsylvania. . 0 . 
Virginia. . . • . . West Virginia . .. . 
North Carolina. . 
Ohio. . . . 
Indiana . . • . 
Illinois. . 0 . ~ 
Michigan. . • . Wisconsin . . 0 
t-1issouri. . • • " . Kentucky. . . 0 
Idaho . . . . . 
Colorado. . • . . . Washington, 
" 
. 
" 
. 
California. 0 • Other sta'f;.as. 0 • 
·TOTAL .. . . .. . . 
Cf~}{.~ 
Ron Meyer 
Fruit 
Entomologist 
.. 
0 ~ • 
. . . 
. . . 
. 0 
• • 
. . . 
. . . 
~ . 
. . • 
0 • . 
. . . 
. 
. . . 
. 
. 
. . 
. . . 
USDA NAI 
19-67 1963 1969 19·70 
(J.n thousands of bushels) 
' 
~ . 7,724 6 ·, 9 77 6,910 7,649 
. 22,738 1~,762 22,024 21,310 
. 8,548 8,333 l2,143 9,509 
. 0 . 8,762 9,929 11,190 9,462 
5,488 5,257 6,309 4,750 
. .. . 4,114 4,162 5,238 6,058 
. . . 2,421 3,095 3,571 3,295 
. 1,800 ~,381 2,143 1,690 
~ 2,498 ~,476 2,550 2,195 
. 
" 
. 13,214 13,214 l6,191 16·, 245 
. . . 1,226 1,500 1,54ij 1,470 
. 709 l,410 1,410 1,198 
. . ~ 440 493 529 555 
1,682 667 2,500 2,035 
. . . 545 1,774 1,976 1,815 
0 . 0 29,524 24,405 40,238 30 ,9 70 
• 8,286 14,2 86 13,333 12,313 
. 
" 
. 9,450 9,525 _!3.,909 _!3_, 876 
--·---.-,. 
.129,169 128,646 162,712 145,395 
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It might be well to reread last week's report, particularly 
the part concerning mites. It has an excellent discussion of identi-
fying the predaceous mites. 
Peach gro't"lers may want to apply a borer spray as soon as pos-
sible since lesser peach tree borer egg hatch is at a peak now. Fruit 
rots could be serious this year with as much rainfall as '~e have had. 
Botran is good for control of Rhizopus rot. Peach bacterial spot is 
appearing in Area A. 
This is the time when second-brood codlinq moth on apple is 
at a peak in Areas B, c, and D. It should be dwindling in Area .7A but 
vigilance is suggested. Recent cool weather may have delayed codlinq 
moth development, thus creatinq a later-than-normal season. This is 
also apple maggot time in Area-D. 
Reports of apple blister spot infections continue, partic-
ularly on Golden Delicious. ~s indicated last week, no qood control 
is known. Fortunately, it does not distort the fruit, especially with 
it cominq this late in the season. It has been known to sluff-off as 
the fruit matures. We hope it does this year. The heavy rainfall and 
cool weather account for its development. Fungicides reduce its devel-
opment, but do not give 100 percent control. Cyprex, during the fourth 
and fifth cover periods, will show effective reduction of blister spot 
on a comparative basis. 
As indicated last week, folpet is a good apple fungicide for 
late summer use. It may cause injury if used in early season but is 
safe for summer use. It may be safely applied startinq at the fifth 
cover period and is suggested in orchards where the bot rot problem 
prevails. 
RUSSETING ON GOLDEN DELICIOUS 
Throughout Illinois the Golden Delicious apples have smooth 
skins with only an occassional trace of russeting. Though russeting 
can occur from now until harvest, present conditions indicate an ex-
cellent finish will be obtained. 
-more-
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The most likely reason for the lack of russeting is the ab-
sence of cold weather during the critical period from pink through 
second cover. Many areas of the state had wet, hum~d weather during this 
critical period, but fortunately temperatures stayed several degrees 
above freezing. For this year, temperature factors appear to be more 
important than humidity factors in their effect on russeting. 
USDA JULY 1 ~~PLE ESTI~mTE 
The USDA July 1 apple estimate was 153,900,000 bushels. This 
compares with the NAl June .. guesstimate" of 145,395,000 bushels and the 
USDA estimate for last year's ·crop of 162,669,000 bushels. 
DYING TREES 
This year we are hearing reports of trees dying in orchards 
scattered throughout Illinois. Many factor$ can be involved in tree 
loss, but the excessi~ely wet spring. and ~arly summer probably is a major 
cause. 
Most Illinois orchards are planted on relatively heavy-textured 
soil. Drainage in these soils varies from fair to poor. During a wet 
period the soil can remain soggy wet for quite a while. Apple trees do 
not like "wet feet," and many apple trees in Illinois had "wet feet" for 
a long period this spring.. Peaches are more sensitive to "wet feet" 
than apples. 
Increasing the problem in some orchards is the tendency to form 
a saucer-shaped depression around trees. This is advantageous during 
drouths, but is disastrous during a wet spring. 
These depressions should be filled in before winter to preve.nt 
water standing around the trees during the winter and spring. Water 
standing around trees during the winter increases susceptibility of the 
trees to winter injury. Winter injury may provide an entry for collar 
rot. 
LAST CALL FOR LEAF ANALYSIS SAMPLES 
For best results, leaf samples for nutrient analysis should be 
taken during the period from July 1 to August 15. If you wish to take 
leaf samples from your orchard, request sampling kits from the Pomology 
Division, Horto Field Lab, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 6180t .. 
Request one kit for each sampleo The kit contains instructions. · 
t!~JI.~ 
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This is the last weekly report for this year. Special re-
ports will follow if needed. 
LAST CALL for 95 percent Clean Apple Club applications! If 
you have neglected to mail in your application for the 95 percent 
Clean Apple Club, do it now. Inspection will start September 1. 
NEW PEACH VARIETIE5· 
Last week at Frank Street's orchard we got a chance to see 
the new Canadian peach varieties Harbelle, 2066, and Harmony. Harbelle 
ripens about 5 days before Redhaven, so the fruit that we saw had been 
kept in the refrigerator. 2066 is a few days later than Redhaven, and 
Frank had 2 trees of fully ripe peaches for us to sample. Harmony was 
swelling but was not yet ripe. 
All three of these winter-hardy peaches had attractive red 
color, yellow nonbrowning flesh, and a pleasing flavor. 
DISEASES 
Diseases should be under control by this time of year, and 
fungicide applications may be switched to an "as needed" category. In 
orchards where there is considerable scab on the foliage, fungicides 
every 10 to 14 days will be needed to protect the fruit from late in-
fections. 
In orchards where "bot rot" is a problem, applications of 
folpet should be on a 10- to 14-day schedule. Folpet also will con-
trol scab and other diseases. 
If sprays are applied for insect or mite control, adding a 
fungicide is usually good insurance. 
INSECTS 
Peach growers should remind themselves of borer control and 
get the sprays applied in blocks or varieties that need control. They 
should check for mites to make sur~ control will not be needed during 
-more-
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harvest. The management of predators will work the same on peaches as 
on apples. 
On apples, predators have had ample time to build sufficient 
populations to control plant-feeding mites unless · something has re-
stricted their normal development. If European red mites or spotted 
mites are building .up for the first time this season, the suppression 
procedure to allow predators to develop as previously outlined in 
these reports is still suggested. Many orchards have been successful 
in managing the predator mites. 
In Area D apples should continue to have protection from 
apole maggot. Damage has often occurred in late August and early Sep-
tember. Watching the development on nearby unsprayed trees can be a 
big help in determining the activity of the apple maggot. 
Toward the end of the season, the most valuable tool is 
years of experience. If you don't have it, seek out a friendly fruit-
growing neighbor. The friendly spirit of cooperation among most of 
our growers has been one of the big joys and encouragement to us in 
extension and research who work with the fruit growers. 
USDA CROP ESTIMATES FOR ILLINOIS 
The USDA estimate of the 19 70 Illinois apple crop is 2,400,000 
42-pound bushels. This compares with the June NAI "Guesstimate" of 
2,195,000 bushels and the USDA estimate of the 1969 Illinois crop of 
2,550,000 bushels. 
bushels. 
for 1969. 
The USDA estimate of the 1970 peach crop is 385,000 48-pound 
This is down considerably from the estimated 580,000 bushels 
. . 
SUGGESTED HARVESTING DATES FOR AN AVERAGF SEASON 
Dr. Richard Lott, emeritus professor of pomology, suggests 
the following dates for the start of the apple harvest in an average 
season. Each individual year is different because of growing condi-
tions, but these dates provide a sound basis for estimating when the 
fruit will be ready to harvest. 
AREA JONATHAN STARKING GOLDEN DELICIOUS 
Union-Jackson Sept. 1 Sept. 6 Sept. 15 
Centralia Sept. 6 Sept. 11 Sept. 20 
Jersey-Calhoun Sept. 8 Sept. 13 Sept. 22 
Quincy Sept. 14 Sept. 19 Sept. 25 
Urbana Sept. 20 Sept. 25 Sept. 30 
Lake County Sept. 24 Sept. 29 Oct. 4 
-more-
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STOP-DROP SPRAYS 
Refer to page 35 of the pest control circular for a discus-
sion of the various materials, concentration, and timing • 
These stop-drop materials are plant regulators, and they may 
have effects on the fruit and trees in addition to preventing premature 
drop. 2,4,5-TP (Color-set, etc.) can accelerate ripening (thus re-
ducing storage and handling life) if applied at full dosage too early 
or if the weather is hot. Under normal conditions 2,4,5-TP should be 
applied 2 to 3 weeks before the normal starting date for harvest of 
that variety. 
NAA takes effect quickly and does not appear to speed up 
ripening, but its effective period is short. If· you are concerned 
about the possibility of an early drop, you could apply NAA and then 
apply 2,4,5-TP 5 to 7 day~ later. Or you could apply a combination of 
10 p.p.m. NAA and 10 p.p.m. 2,4,5~TP. Several growers like this com-
_bination for both quick and lasting effect. 
Either NAA or 2,4,5-TP can be applied on trees previously 
sprayed with Alar. Usually Alar is sufficient as a stop-drop material. 
However, if Alar-sprayed apples appear to be qetting loose, apply 
either NAA or 2,4,5-TP. 
Do not apply more 2,4,5-TP than is su~gested on the label. 
Excessive doses may carry over till spring and affect the crop and 
growth on the branch terminals. 
For best results, apply stop-drop materials as a dilute 
spray, by themselves, with full coverage wetting the tree until it 
drips. NAA is destroyed by sunlight, so evening or cloudy conditions 
are preferred. 
~~ ~//<4/A-/}~J ~.fLJ/ct " L Yo.:-rv; 
Ron Mey:; .......-/ /fJ Daniel B. Meador ~ /~ol~urtl 
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At the apple maturity committee meeting at Cobden, Neil 
Eckert made some interesting coMments about the 1970 apple marketing 
season. Here is a summary of his comments. 
North Carolina is expecting its biggest crop: 6,500,000 
bushels, most of which are Red Delicious types. They start harvest 
of Red Delicious types about August 15 to 20, and by September 1 the 
markets in the eastern half of the United States will be full of 
these North Carolina reds. In past years, many of these reds were 
not too well colored. 
North Carolina is ahead of us in season and there is no way 
to compete with North Carolina growers for the late August and early 
September Red Delicious market. Poorly colored, starchy, immature, 
tasteless Illinois Red Delicious picked early to compete with reds 
from North Carolina will not be very competitive. 
In contrast, if we pick Illinois reds at the proper time 
to put well-colored, mature, good-tasting reds on the market, they 
should have a strong competitive edge over the North Carolina reds. 
A similar situation will occur for Golden Delicious except 
that the volume of Golden Delicious from North Carolina will be much 
less. 
Since North Carolina does not produce many Jonathans, Jon-
athans are our best chance for selling on the usually higher-priced 
aarly market. 
£.1A.TURITY FOR STORAGE 
Apple storage is becoming more important in Illinois apple 
marketing, both for the retailer who is keeping his sales stand open 
for a longer period of time and for the wholesaler who is also ex-
tending his sales season. 
But the lonqer the storage period, the more critical stor-
age conditions become. Last year quite a fe,.., apples came out of 
storage in poor condition. Scald was a particular problem. · 
-more-
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Immature apples do not store well and are especially likely 
to scald. For best storage, apples should be mature but not ripe • 
Usually the first apples of a variety to be picked do not 
store well. These first pickings should go to market rather than to 
storage. The last-picked apples of a variety also do not store well 
because they usually are too close to being ripe. They also should 
go to market. 
The prime apples for s .torage are those that are harvested 
during the middle of the pickinq season for that variety. They are 
mature and are less likely to scald, yet are not ripe and have a good 
storage life left. 
In determining maturity for storage, ~ut the apples and look 
at the flesh. The flesh color should have lost its greenish color and 
changed to white or pale yellow. It should not taste "starchy." It 
should be firm, snappy, and juicy without qny grainy texture. Flesh 
starting to show graininess in texture is too ripe for storage. 
The lo~istics of harvest make it almost impossihle to har-
vest every qpple at the best stage of maturity. However, careful 
programming will help. Special care should be giv~n to the apples 
going into storage. 
TREATING FOR SCALD 
Apples picked at proper maturity an~ removed from storage 
by January 15 probably do not n~ed any apeoial treatment for scald. 
Immature apples and apples to be stored until after January 15 prob-
ably should be treated for scald as a safety facto+. 
Either DPA or ethoxyquin may be applied as a spray or a 
drench or by flooding prior to storage. T+eat for a few seconds up to 
30 seconds. Coveraqe and scald control tend to be better with fruit 
and solutions at room temperature than \'lith cold fruit or cold 
solutions. 
AIR PURIFIERS FOR COLD STOR~GES 
Last year quite a few Illinois apples developed an unpleas-
ant off-flavor in storage. This was especially noticeable in apples 
stored until March. 
A charcoal air purifier will remove much of the impurities 
in the air that contribute to these off•flavors. As Roy Simons says, 
"A gasoline or propane...:powered forklift truck in a cold storage 
doesn't help the air quality." 
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95% CLEAN APPI.E CLUB 
You can still apply for the 95% Clean Apple Club by calling 
Jack Hartley before noon on ~ITondayJ August 31, at area code 618, 
number 249-6621. Inspections \AJill start September 1. 
PUBLICATION ON CA STORAGE 
If you have a CA storage you should have a copy of the 
t-Iichigan State University Horticultural Report 10, "£.1anaging and 
Operating a Controlled Atmosphere Storage for 1\ .. T?ples," July, 1969. 
Write to the Horticulture Department, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, ~tichigan 48823. 
((.~~ /)d1. ~t.::~ c. Shurtl 
Fruit Extension Extension Plant 
Entomolog.ist Horticulturist Pathologist 
~~:w~~ 
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Plant Pathology 
